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A B S T R A C T   

Tidal energy can play an important role in the Net Zero transition. Increasing tidal turbine performance through 
innovation is crucial if the cost of tidal energy is to become competitive compared to other sources of energy. The 
present investigation is a proof-of-concept study for the application of Vortex Generators (VGs) on tidal turbines 
in view of increasing their performance. The more mature wind energy industry uses passive VGs either as a 
retrofit or in the blade design process to reduce separation at the inboard part of wind turbine blades. Tidal 
turbine blades also experience flow separation and here we examine whether passive vane VGs can be used to 
reduce or suppress that separated flow. First, a wind tunnel investigation is performed to assess the performance 
of VGs on a 20% thick profile from the blade. Then, the VG effect on the 2D-profile is modelled in a Reynolds 
Averaged Navier-Stokes in-house solver. Results show that low profile VGs, i.e. VGs shorter than the local 
boundary layer, can increase the performance of the blade profile and successfully reduce flow separation. The 
VG effect on blade performance is examined in model scale and in full-size. VGs successfully suppress separation 
in both cases and it is shown that full-size information should be used for the placement of VGs. A maximum 
power coefficient increase of 1.05% is observed at a tip speed ratio of λ = 3. The present proof-of-concept study 
demonstrates for the first time the potential of passive VGs to be included either in the design process of a tidal 
turbine blade or as a retrofit solution.   

1. Introduction 

Vortex generators (VGs) in various forms have been used and studied 
for flow separation control on wings since the 1940s [1]. Their working 
principle is relatively simple: they generate streamwise vortices that 
energise the boundary layer on the surface they are attached to, by 
bringing high momentum fluid closer to the surface. This mechanism has 
been described by various researchers [2–5], while a number of studies 
have provided optimization guidelines under a variety of flow condi-
tions [6–12]. 

It is generally accepted that vane type VGs are more effective than 
other passive flow control devices, such as wishbones, doublets, grooves 
etc [9]. Their ease of construction and implementation, robustness and 
light weight have made them highly popular across different industries. 

Examples of improved performance through the application of passive 
VGs include but are not limited to internal flows [10], airfoils [13], 
highly swept wings [14], bluff bodies [15], noise reduction [16] and 
horizontal axis wind turbines, either in wind tunnel tests [17,18] or in 
the field [19,20]. In the latter case, they are now considered a useful 
add-on either as a retrofit [20] or in the design phase. They are usually 
located at the root region of the blade, where the airfoil profiles are 
thicker, to limit the separation that occurs locally [21]. 

Horizontal axis tidal turbine blades also experience separated flow at 
the root region [22,23], however, investigations of VG applications on 
tidal turbine blades and profiles remains extremely limited. To the best 
of the authors’ knowledge the only tidal turbine related VG study is 
purely computational, using a commercial Reynolds Averaged Navier 
Stokes (RANS) solver and does not investigate the VG sizing parameters 
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[24]. Furthermore, it deals with a relatively thin airfoil profile (thick-
ness 12%), which is not representative of the root region profiles of 
modern tidal turbines. The other available numerical investigation [25] 
is by the authors’ group and also uses a RANS solver to investigate VG 
sizing sensitivities on two hydrofoils, one 20% and one 30% thick. At the 
same time, in Ref. [25] a first attempt at estimating the VG effect on 
turbine performance was presented using low fidelity engineering tools. 
A maximum increase of 1.2% in power coefficient was predicted. 

The present investigation aims to contribute towards filling this 
knowledge gap by means of a combined experimental and Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) investigation. The specific objectives are.  

a. To explore the VG sizing parameter space in a wind tunnel for a 20% 
thick tidal turbine blade profile, typical of profiles used at the inner 
part of turbine blades  

b. To use the best performing VG configuration on a turbine blade and 
investigate the effect on flow and performance using high fidelity 
computational tools and 

c. To highlight the differences between model scale and full-size tur-
bine operation with respect to VG design and placement. 

The investigation concerns Schottel’s SIT250 tidal turbine, a hori-
zontal axis instream turbine with 85 kW rated mechanical power [26]. 
First, a 20% thick section from this blade was tested in a wind tunnel and 
a parametric study was performed in order to obtain a suitable vane VG 
configuration. The selected VG set up was then applied to the tidal 
turbine blade under investigation and a CFD investigation of the blade 
performance with and without the VGs followed. Both model scale and 
full-size operation was considered and the crucial differences are high-
lighted. The present paper is organised as follows: initially, the meth-
odology is described, followed by the Results and Discussion section 
and, finally, the main findings are summarised in the concluding section. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Experimental approach 

The wind tunnel investigation examined a 20% thick airfoil profile, 
taken from the Schottel SIT250 tidal turbine blade. All experiments were 
performed at Swansea University’s wind tunnel at a Reynolds (Re) 
number range 0.65 × 106 ≤ Re ≤ 1.5 × 106 under free and fixed 

transition conditions. A photo of the set-up is given in Fig. 1. To fix 
transition, a 0.26 mm thick zigzag tape was applied across the wing span 
on the suction and pressure sides at chordwise positions, 0.05c and 
0.10c, respectively. The test section dimensions were 1.5 m × 1.0 m 
(width × height) and the free stream turbulence intensity was 0.3%. The 
wing spanned the wind tunnel’s height, with a chord length c = 0.5 m. 
Wind tunnel corrections for bodies spanning the tunnel test section were 
applied [27]. 

The extruded airfoil model was supported on two independent six- 
component force balances, which were recording with a sampling rate 
of 300 Hz for 30 s. Pressure measurements on the wing surface were 
performed at 10 Hz for a duration of 30 s, through 63 pressure taps 
connected to a Scanivalve MPS4264 64-Channel Scanner. The pressure 
taps extended to 95%c and all experimental lift values reported here 
result from the integration of the surface pressure measurements. 

A second identical scanner was connected to a wake rake, which was 
used to measure the profile drag. The wake rake consisted of 60 total 
pressure tubes and 3 static pressure tubes and was located on a traverse, 
1.8 chords downstream of the wing trailing edge. The traverse could 
move in the spanwise direction and this way the drag values at different 
spanwise locations could be measured. The balance measured drag was 
used for high angles of attack (AoA), α > αCl,max , where the flow is 
separated. 

2.2. Vortex generators 

Based on wind turbine literature on VG flow control [12,28], and 
given the similarities between tidal and wind turbines, vane type VGs 
were selected for this project. The parameters examined during the wind 
tunnel investigation were the VG shape, height, h, angle, β, distance 
between VG pairs, D, number of VG rows and vane curvature. In the 
interest of brevity, only part of the complete study [29] is presented here 
and results for VG shape, height, h, angle, β will be discussed. Based on 
the literature, the VG aspect ratio, the distance between VGs and the VG 
chordwise location were constant at L/h = 3, d = 3.5h and xVG = 0.3c, 
respectively. All the cases in this work are given in Table 1 and a 
schematic is given in Fig. 2. 

The VGs were 3D printed on plates with thickness t = 0.5 mm and 
chordwise length 30 mm. It should also be noted that the total height of 
the VG vane includes the height of the baseplate. The effect of the base 
plate without the VGs on the airfoil performance was examined inde-
pendently and it was found that at α = 0◦ the plate on its own causes a 
drag increase ΔCd,plate,free = 0.0018 and ΔCd,plate,fixed = 0.0007, under 
free and fixed transition conditions respectively. These values not nor-
malised and are in good agreement with previous works [12]. 

2.3. Boundary layer height estimation 

The performance of VGs depends on their relative height with 

Fig. 1. The wing model inside the Swansea University Wind Tunnel test sec-
tion. The flow is from left to right. The locations of the two force balances, the 
pressure taps, the zigzag tape and the VGs are indicated by vectors. 

Table 1 
Vortex Generator configurations.  

VG 
name 

VG 
vane 
shape 

VG 
angle, 
β 

VG 
height, 
h/c 

VG pair 
distance, 
D/h 

VG 
distance, 
d/h 

VG 
Aspect 
Ratio, 
L/h 

1a 10◦ 1.0% 7 3.5 3 
1b 15◦ 1.0% 7 3.5 3 
1c 20◦ 1.0% 7 3.5 3 
1d 15◦ 1.5% 7 3.5 3 
1e 15◦ 0.7% 7 3.5 3 
1f 15◦ 0.5% 7 3.5 3 
2a 10◦ 1.0% 7 3.5 3 
2b 15◦ 1.0% 7 3.5 3 
2c 20◦ 1.0% 7 3.5 3  
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respect to the local boundary layer height [9]. The latter was estimated 
based on XFOIL [30] calculations. To simulate the wind tunnel free 
stream turbulence effect a parameter value of ncrit = 5.5 was used. 
XFOIL calculates the displacement thickness (δ∗), momentum thickness 
(θ) and transition locations. This information was used to calculate 
boundary layer heights before and after transition. Before the transition 
point, the laminar boundary layer height was calculated using Eq. (1) 
[31]. 

δ= 2.9δ∗ (1) 

Downstream of the transition point, the turbulent boundary layer 
height was calculated using Eq. (2) [32]. 

δ= θ
(

3.15+
(

1.72
H − 1

))

+ δ∗ (2) 

The local boundary layer height at the location of the VGs at a = 6◦

for all the flow conditions examined is given in Table 2. The specific AoA 
was selected as it is the design AoA for the profile under investigation 
under rated operational conditions. 

2.4. Computational Fluid Dynamics approach 

2.4.1. Solver 
For the numerical part of the investigation, MaPFlow [33], an 

in-house unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (URANS) solver 
with VG modelling capabilities [34–36] was used. MaPFlow is capable 
of solving both compressible and fully incompressible flows in arbitrary 
polyhedral meshes, using a cell-centred finite volume discretization 
process. In all cases presented here, the flow was treated as fully 
incompressible and for the turbulence closure, the two-equation model 
by Menter (k-ω SST) was used [37]. 

2.4.2. Vortex generator modelling 
Regarding the vortex generator modelling the jBAY model [38] is 

employed following the guidelines presented in Ref. [34]. According to 
the model, a force source term is added to the momentum equations at 
the cells that engulf the VG [38]. The added force term is 

L→=
∑

L→i (3)  

where L→i is the source term added to the momentum equations at the 
cells where the model is applied. L→i is given by Eq. (4) 

L→i = cVGSVG
Vi

∑
Vi

ρ| u→|
2
(û • n̂)(û x b̂)(û • t̂) (4)  

where cVG is the BAY model constant, Vi is the grid cell volume and the 
unit vectors n̂, b̂, t̂ are defined in Fig. 3, left. The constant cVG is the only 
model parameter and acts as a relaxation parameter, controlling the 
strength of the force term. In this work the constant was defined as cVG =

10. An example of VG cell selection is given schematically in Fig. 3, 
right. 

2.4.3. Airfoil simulations set-up 
For the airfoil simulations, which were used to benchmark our 

computational approach against the wind tunnel results, a single VG was 
simulated to reduce the required computational time. A two- 
dimensional numerical grid consisting of 114000 cells was extruded in 
the spanwise direction to create the limited aspect ratio computational 
domain (zmax = D/2) required for the simulations, see Fig. 3 right. The 
2D grid was extruded in 22 equidistant cells, which corresponds to 6 
cells in the span direction of the VG. For the interested reader, more 
details on the numerical set up including the grid dependence study is 
reported in Ref. [39]. 

2.4.4. Blade simulations set-up 
Regarding the tidal turbine blade simulations, the computational 

domain is shown in Fig. 4, left. The domain extends 10 rotor diameters 
(D) in the radial direction and 30 D in the streamwise direction. Only 
one blade is considered with 120◦ periodic conditions. In addition to the 
rotor blade, the rotor hub and a cylindrical nacelle is also modelled, see 
Fig. 4, right. The nacelle is extended up to 0.85 blade radii to ensure that 
any separation at the end of the nacelle will not significantly affect the 
flow on the blade. 

When it comes to chosing the mesh parameters, there are several 
requirements to fullfilled. Initially, for all the work presented here the 
maximum y + value is below 2. The boundary layer consisted of 30 
layers with a growth rate of 1.2. Regarding the spanwise cell distribution 
and the wake refinement region, it was found that grids consisting of a 
total ~15 million cells with 30 thousand cells on the blade surface were 
sufficient to get grid independend results regading power and torque. 
However, this kind of meshes did not provide enough spatioal resolution 
for the modelling of VG’s. 

As detailed in section 2.4.2, the VG’s are modelled using the BAY 
model approach. Employing the BAY model can significantly facilitate 
mesh generation, however, the grid used must be fine enough, otherwise 
the VG trailing vortex will be underestimated. As suggested in Ref. [34] 
at least 4 grid cells in the spanwise should be used to resolve the VG. 
Consequently, when considering large arrays consisting of several VG’s 
the mesh requirements become much stricter. 

To this end, the meshes we finally employed consist of approximately 
40–50 million cells depending on the VG array deployed. The boundary 
layer parameters (y+ and number of layers) were the same for all 
meshes, however, the surface mesh was refined in the location of the VG 
array to ensure that each VG was resolved by at least 4 cells. This 
resulted in hybrid surface meshes consisting of 400–500 thousand cells. 
An example of the surface mesh on the blade is given in Fig. 5, where the 
VG cells are also highlighted. 

Fig. 2. Delta-shaped Vortex Generator parameters. (a) Side view; (b) Top view (flow coming from the bottom).  

Table 2 
Boundary layer height (δ) at the location of the Vortex Generators based on 
XFOIL calculations at α = 6◦.  

Reynolds 
Number 

Free transition Fixed transition 

0.65×

106 
1.0×

106 
1.5×

106 
0.65×

106 
1.0×

106 
1.5×

106 

δ/c 0.011 0.008 0.004 0.017 0.015 0.014  
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3. Results and discussion 

In this section all results are presented and discussed, starting with 
the wind tunnel data and followed by the CFD predictions. It is noted 
that, unless otherwise started, airfoil lift and drag coefficient values are 
normalised with the maximum lift and the minimum drag coefficient 
(Cd at α = 0◦) for the baseline airfoil with fixed transition, respectively. 

3.1. Baseline airfoil results 

First, the results of the 0.2c thick airfoil without VGs are presented 
for free and fixed conditions at a Reynolds number of Re = 106. As 
illustrated in Fig. 6, the lift gradient in the linear region is the same for 
both free and fixed conditions. Under fixed conditions, lower lift co-
efficients are observed due to the decambering of the airfoil by the 
thicker, turbulent boundary layer, with a difference of ΔCl = 0.031 at 
0◦, in normalised values. Furthermore, stall occurred earlier as the ZZ 
tape extracted energy from the boundary layer causing flow separation 

Fig. 3. (a) Unit vectors for a triangular VG geometry. (b) Detail of the airfoil surface computational grid (in green) also showing the cells where the jBAY model is 
applied (in grey). 

Fig. 4. (a) The computational domain used for the CFD simulations of the tidal turbine with the basic domain dimensions shown; the farfield extends 10 diameters in 
the radial direction and 30 diameters in the streamwise direction with periodic boundaries at the sides. (b) A closer view of the tidal turbine blade, nacelle and hub. 

Fig. 5. (a) Surface mesh for the full-size blade resolved simulations with VGs. The cells where the BAY model was applied (VG cells) are also highlighted in black. (b) 
Detail of the VG cells on the blade surface. 
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to occur at a lower AoA. Under free transition conditions, maximum lift 
was higher by 12.2% compared to fixed transition case. As expected in 
the linear region, the addition of ZZ tapes increased drag with an in-
crease of ΔCd = 0.346 at α = 0◦, again in normalised values. 

3.2. Vortex generator wind tunnel parametric study 

The wind tunnel VG parametric study is presented in this section. 
The examined parameters are vane shape, angle and height and a suit-
able configuration for the airfoil profile under investigation is identified. 
The selected VG set up was subsequently tested under free transition and 
for the complete Re number range. 

3.2.1. Vortex generator vane shape and angle 
Two vane planforms were assessed, delta (or triangular) and 

rectangular-shaped, for all vane angles. The lift and drag coefficient 
polars are given in Fig. 7, Figs. 8 and 9 for β = 10◦, 15◦ and 20◦, 
respectively. Main values are summarised in Table 3. 

At the lowest vane angle, β = 10◦, both VG types led to similar drag 
increase. For higher vane angles, however, it was found the rectangular 
shaped vanes produced more drag, in agreement with existing literature 
[9,11]. Triangular VGs produced the same drag for β = 10◦ and β = 15◦

with an increase for β = 20◦. In terms of flow separation control, all 

configurations extended the linear part of the lift curve by 4◦ (from α =

6◦ to α = 10◦). The highest lift values before stall were observed for the 
triangular VGs at β = 15◦ and the highest αCl,max was observed for 
triangular VGs at β = 10◦. In the remaining of this document only delta 
shaped VGs will be considered. 

3.2.2. Vortex generator vane height 
The effect of vane height was assessed on delta shaped VGs with a 

vane angle of β = 15◦, which produced the maximum lift to drag ratio. 
Force coefficient and lift to drag ratio polars are presented in Figs. 10 
and 11, respectively. 

In terms of lift to drag ratio, the smaller vane heights are superior to 
larger VGs, as illustrated in Fig. 10 (a). The best performing configura-
tion in terms of maximum lift to drag ratio was the 0.7%c VG type 
(VG1e), see Table 4. 

In the linear region, low profile VG configurations (VG1e and VG1f) 
produced less drag with an increase of approximately 14.5% at α = 0◦. 
On the other hand, an increase of approximately 26% was observed for 
higher VGs (VG1d and VG1b), see Table 4. Low profile VG configura-
tions also delay flow separation for longer than higher vane heights, as 
illustrated in Fig. 10 (a). Decreasing the vane height to hVG = 0.5%c, led 
to a loss in effectiveness in delaying flow separation compared to hVG =

Fig. 6. Normalised lift (a) and drag (b) coefficient variation with angle of attack for the baseline airfoil under free and fixed transition conditions at a Reynolds 
number of Re = 106. 

Fig. 7. Normalised lift (a) and drag (b) coefficient variation with angle of attack comparing delta and rectangular shaped vane with a vane angle of β = 10◦ testing at 
a Reynolds number of Re = 106 under fixed transition conditions. 
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0.7%c as well as poorer lift characteristics in the linear region. It is noted 
that this VG height (hVG = 0.7%c) is equal to hVG = 0.5δ for the fixed 
transition case presented in Fig. 10 (Re = 1M, see also Table 2). The 
present results show that VGs with a height lower than the local 
boundary layer (AKA low-profile VGs) perform better than larger VGs, in 
agreement with [9]. 

3.2.3. Selected vortex generator configuration 
The best performing VG configuration in terms of maximum lift to 

drag ratio increase, VG1e, was chosen for further assessment under free 
transition conditions and in the Re number range from 0.65x106 to 

1.5x106. The main geometrical parameters are summarised in Table 5. 
The performance of the profile with VGs under both free and fixed 

transition cases is shown in Fig. 12. In free transition with VGs, stall is 
delayed beyond α = 20◦. Due to the increased drag, L/D drops at low 
AoA, but is increased for α > 12◦ compared to the uncontrolled case. 

In the fixed transition case, the addition of VGs delays the onset of 
stall throughout the range of Re numbers assessed in this study, as 
illustrated in Fig. 13 (a). In terms of maximum lift to drag values, the 
VGs increase performance for all Reynolds numbers, see Fig. 13 (b). It is 
seen that the lift to drag ratios are reduced with the linear region but are 
increased significantly at higher AoA where the flow separation is 
controlled. The effect decreases with decreasing Re number, as the 
relative VG height with respect to the boundary layer height also 
decreases. 

3.3. CFD numerical investigation 

In this section the results from the CFD investigation are presented. 
First, the VG modelling capabilities are confirmed for the airfoil case by 
comparing the numerical predictions to the wind tunnel measurements. 
Subsequently, the full blade geometry is resolved and the flow is simu-
lated with and without VGs in model scale and in full-size. 

Fig. 8. Normalised lift (a) and drag (b) coefficient variation with angle of attack comparing delta and rectangular shaped vane with a vane angle of β = 15◦ testing at 
a Reynolds number of Re = 106 under fixed transition conditions. 

Fig. 9. Normalised lift (a) and drag (b) coefficient variation with angle of attack comparing delta and rectangular shaped vane with a vane angle of β = 20◦ testing at 
a Reynolds number of Re = 106 under fixed transition conditions. 

Table 3 
Vortex Generator shape and angle effect on force coefficients compared to the 
fixed transition baseline. Fixed transition conditions, Re = 106.   

Delta-shaped VGs Rectangular-shaped VGs 

VG name VG1a VG1b VG1c VG2a VG2b VG2c 
Vane Angle, β 10◦ 15◦ 20◦ 10◦ 15◦ 20◦

ΔCd,α=0◦ 27.5% 27.3% 34.5% 26.4% 39.3% 55.7% 
ΔCl,max 35.0% 32.8% 30.0% 24.7% 33.5% 30.4% 
ΔL/Dmax 20.2% 20.6% 13.1% 17.2% 11.9% 2.9%  
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3.3.1. Vortex generators on the tidal turbine profile 
The CFD predictions for the VG effect on the airfoil force coefficients 

and the relative experimental results are given in Fig. 14. The compar-
ison in terms of pressure distribution along the profile chord is presented 
in Fig. 15. The relative effect is captured very well in the numerical 
predictions, especially in the linear lift region. The drag penalty due to 
the application of VGs is also predicted well. Disagreement at higher 
AoA is expected due to the presence of three-dimensional coherent 
structures of separated flow known as stall cells [40,41]. 
Two-dimensional and low aspect ratio simulations, like the ones used in 
this study are not capable of capturing the phenomenon [35,36]. This 
also explains the disagreement in pressure coefficient distribution at α =

15◦, Fig. 16 (a), where the separated flow pressure plateau is more 
extended in the experiments than in the simulations. Overall, the VG 
modelling approach is considered acceptable. Consequently, the same 
method is employed for the blade resolved simulations presented in the 
following section. 

3.3.2. Vortex generators on the model scale tidal turbine blade 
For the application of the VGs on a tidal turbine blade, the model 

scale test case presented in Ref. [26] is considered first. In that study, a 
1:8 scaled (maximum radius R = 0.25 m) brass model of the SCHOTTEL 
SIT250 tidal turbine was tested without VGs. The previously published 
experiments are used as a validation case for the blade resolved CFD 
approach and then the effect of applying VGs on the specific turbine is 
predicted using RANS CFD simulations. The comparison between mea-
surements and numerical predictions for the thrust and power coeffi-
cient is given in Fig. 17. The agreement between the experiments and 
simulations is considered good, especially for 2 ≤ λ ≤ 8. 

The case with the VGs was only examined numerically as no relevant 
experimental data are available. The chordwise skin friction contours 
and skin friction lines on the blade suction side with and without vortex 
generators are presented in Figs. 18 and 19, for λ = 4 and 5, respectively. 
It is noted that the region of separated flow on the blade suction side is 
extremely limited at higher λ values, while for λ < 4 , the flow separation 
line is close to the blade leading edge, well upstream of the VGs. Hence, 
the VGs are expected to affect the flow mostly for the specific tip speed 
ratio values (λ = 4 and 5). 

The VG placement was based on the CFD results of the baseline case. 
The VGs were located just upstream of the separation line to minimise 
drag penalty without limiting their effectiveness. It is noted that a single 
VG placement was considered, since this is a proof-of-concept investi-
gation and not an optimization study. 

Starting with the baseline uncontrolled case (top part of Figs. 18 and 

Fig. 10. Normalised lift (a) and drag coefficient (b) variation with angle of attack for varying vortex generator vane heights while testing at Reynolds number of Re =

106 under fixed transition conditions. 

Fig. 11. Normalised lift to drag ratio variation with angle of attack for varying 
vortex generator vane heights while testing at a Reynolds number of Re = 106 

under fixed transition conditions. 

Table 4 
Vortex Generator height effect on force coefficients compared to the fixed 
transition baseline. Delta shaped Vortex Generators with β = 10◦. Fixed tran-
sition conditions, Re = 106.  

VG name VG1f VG1e VG1b VG1d 

Vane height, h/c 0.5% 0.7% 1.0% 1.5% 

ΔCd,α=0◦ 15.2% 14.3% 27.3% 25.1% 
ΔCl,max 24.3% 30.6% 32.8% 25.6% 
Δ(L/D)max 20.7% 20.8% 16.6% 11.6%  

Table 5 
Selected Vortex Generator configuration parameters.  

Selected 
VG 

VG 
angle, β 

VG 
height, h/ 
c 

VG pair 
distance, D/h 

VG 
distance, d/ 
h 

VG Aspect 
Ratio, L/h 

VG1e 15◦ 0.007 7 3.5 3  
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Fig. 12. Normalised lift coefficient (a) and lift to drag ratio (b) variation with angle of attack for VG1e compared to the baseline while testing at Reynolds number of 
Re = 106 under free and fixed transition conditions. 

Fig. 13. Normalised lift coefficient (a) and normalised lift to drag ratio (b) variation with angle of attack for VG1e compared to the baseline for different Reynolds 
numbers under fixed transition conditions. 

Fig. 14. Normalised lift (a) and drag (b) coefficient variation with angle of attack with and without the selected VG configuration (VG1e). Comparison between fixed 
transition wind tunnel experiments and CFD results at Re = 106. 
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19), three-dimensional separation is observed in the root region, up to 
y = 40% R and y = 28% R for λ = 4 and 5, respectively. Significant 
radial flow is observed inside the separated flow region close to the root, 
while upstream of the separated flow substantial radial flow is also 
noted. 

The effect of the VGs on the flow is illustrated by the changes in the 
skin friction contours and in the surface flow lines (see lower part of 
Figs. 18 and 19). Separation is significantly reduced for both λ = 4 and 5, 
down to y = 29% R and y = 24% R, respectively. The extent of radial 

flow is also significantly reduced downstream of the VGs. 
The VG effect on performance and loads is less pronounced, as 

illustrated by the thrust and power coefficient curves in Fig. 17. This is in 
agreement with Blade Element Momentum (BEM) predictions for the 
same blade [25], where a performance improvement of 0.5% at λ = 5 
was predicted. Further examination suggests that indeed the normal 
and, most importantly, the tangential force on the blade is not signifi-
cantly affected by the presence of the VGs, see Fig. 20. 

The reason behind this is shown in Fig. 21, where the pressure 

Fig. 15. Pressure coefficient distribution along the profile chord with and without Vortex Generators at α = 10◦. Comparison between fixed transition wind tunnel 
experiments and CFD results at Re = 106. 

Fig. 16. Pressure coefficient distribution along the profile chord with and without Vortex Generators at α = 15◦. Comparison between fixed transition wind tunnel 
experiments and CFD results at Re = 106. 

Fig. 17. (a) Thrust and (b) power coefficient variation with tip speed ratio. Comparison between towing tank experiments and CFD results for an inflow velocity of 
V∞ = 2.0 m/s. 
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Fig. 18. Chordwise skin friction (TZ) contour on the blade suction side without (top) and with vortex generators (bottom) for λ = 4 and an inflow velocity of V∞ =

2.0 m/s. TZ units are N/m2. The white vertical line and the dashed orange line indicate the y = 0.31R and the Vortex Generators’ location, respectively. 

Fig. 19. Chordwise skin friction (TZ) contour on the blade suction side without (top) and with vortex generators (bottom) for λ = 5 and an inflow velocity of V∞ =

2.0 m/s. TZ units are N/m2. The dashed orange line indicates the Vortex Generators’ location. 
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coefficient distribution along the blade chord at z = 0.31R is plotted. 
The specific spanwise location is highlighted in Fig. 18 for clarity and 
was selected to investigate the effect of the VGs on the pressure close to 
the root region where they successfully suppress separation. What is 
observed is that the pressure distribution with or without the VGs 
changes very slightly. This contrasts with the non-rotating profile re-
sults, see Fig. 16, where the presence of the VGs eliminates the pressure 
plateau caused by the separated flow close to the trailing edge. 

In the case of the rotating blade, despite the presence of the separated 
flow region, no such plateau is observed. This is attributed to the effect 
of rotation on the flow. As detailed in Ref. [42], the centrifugal loads on 
the separated volume of fluid near the trailing edge lead to radial flow, 
see also Figs. 18 and 19, top. In the rotating case, the reversed flow 
region is reduced and the radial flow leads to a stronger pressure re-
covery towards the trailing edge [43]. As a result, the elimination of 
separated flow from the blade root region by the VGs does not result in a 
significant pressure distribution change (see Fig. 21) because the sepa-
rated flow does not correspond to a pressure plateau as in the 2D Wind 
Tunnel experiments. This is due to the significance of rotational 
augmentation for the scale model tidal turbine [42,43]. In fact, the 
rotational effect in this case is so significant that there is a considerable 
component of radial flow even for the attached flow upstream of the VGs 
and rotational effects are more pronounced closer to the root than the 
tip, in agreement with [43]. 

It is noted at this point that rotational effects are stronger for higher 
rotational speed and lower Reynolds numbers [43]. In the scaled turbine 
case examined here, the Reynolds number is low (at the order of 250k) 

and the rotational speed high (ω ≈ 32 rad/s for l = 4). To put this into 
context, the full-size 85 kW tidal turbine would rotate at ω = 4 rad/s for 
the same inflow (V∞ = 2 m /s) and tip speed ratio. The relative values for 
a 10 MW wind turbine, where VGs have proven efficient [44], are given 
in Table 6, where the orders of magnitude difference can be observed. 
This indicates that the model scale turbine is not a suitable platform for 
the positioning of VGs mainly because the flow at low tip speed ratio is 
dominated by rotational effects. 

3.3.3. Vortex generators on the full-size tidal turbine blade 
The flow over the full-size turbine blade was simulated to examine 

the effect and suitability of VG flow control under realistic Reynolds 
number and rotational speeds. The blade geometry was scaled up to R =

2.0 m, while the inflow velocity was the same as for the model scale, 
V∞ = 2.0 m/s, which is a realistic inflow velocity for a tidal turbine site 
[45]. 

Fig. 22 shows the thrust and power coefficient variation with tip 
speed ratio for the model-size and full-size blades. The surface stream-
lines on the full-size blade suction side without VGs for λ = 3 and λ = 4 is 
shown in Figs. 23 and 24, respectively. The performance of the full-size 
case is significantly better, especially at high tip speed ratios, as it per-
forms at much higher Reynolds numbers [46]. The low λ range, how-
ever, is of greater interest for the application of VGs, as this is where the 
flow separates. Contrary to the model scale blade, where the flow is fully 
separated for λ = 3 and partially separated for λ = 4 (Fig. 18, top), the 
full-size blade experiences extensive three-dimensional separated flow 
for λ = 3 (Fig. 23, top) and no separation for λ = 4 (Fig. 24, top). The 
dissimilarities are attributed to the Reynolds number difference and are 
key for locating the VGs on the blade. 

In the present case, the VG location for the full-size blade was 
decided based on the streamlines for λ = 3 and is shown in Fig. 23, 
bottom. It is highlighted at this point that finding an optimal VG 
placement is out of the scope of this study. The effect of VGs on the 
surface streamlines for λ = 3 and λ = 4 is shown in Figs. 23 and 24, 
respectively. For λ = 3, the area of three-dimensional separated flow is 
significantly reduced, but not suppressed entirely. For λ = 4, the 
attached flow downstream of the VGs appears to be curved more 

Fig. 20. Normal and tangential forces on the turbine blade with and without vortex generators for λ = 4 and an inflow velocity of V∞ = 2.0 m/s.  

Fig. 21. Pressure coefficient distribution along the blade chord at y = 0.31R for 
λ = 4 and an inflow velocity of V∞ = 2.0 m/s. 

Table 6 
Indicative operational conditions for different turbine scales.   

R V∞ Typical ω Indicative Re 
number 

[m] [m/ 
s] 

[rad/s] 

Scaled Tidal Rotor [26] 0.25 2 32.000 2.7E+05 
Full-size 85 kW Tidal 

Rotor 
2.00 2 4.000 2.1E+06 

10 MW Wind Turbine [44] 89.17 10 0.841 1.2E+07  
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towards the blade root than in the uncontrolled case. This is because the 
flow is accelerated by the presence of the VGs and as a result the Coriolis 
force, which points towards the blade root, is increased. 

The performance of the full-size blade with VGs is also shown on 
Fig. 22 and the effect is positive for all tip speed ratios considered. The 
relative increase in power coefficient due to the presence of the VGs is 
presented in Fig. 25 with a maximum of 1.05% benefit for λ = 3. The 
effect of the VGs on the pressure variation along the blade chord at the 
radial station y = 0.65R for the same tip speed ratio is shown in Fig. 26. 
The VGs accelerate the flow over the suction side and eliminate flow 
separation at the specific station. 

The effect of VGs on the normal and tangential loads on the full-size 
blade is given in Fig. 27. The beneficial effect on the tangential force is 
clear. At the same time, the maximum normal load is not increased by 
the presence of VGs. This is in agreement with the experience from the 
application of VGs on Wind Turbines where the retrofit addition of VGs 

does not require a new load specification for the wind turbine [47]. 
Finally, although this cannot be confirmed by the present simulations, it 
is expected that the reduction of the separated flow area will lead to a 
reduction on the unsteady loads on the blade. 

4. Conclusions 

The present study investigated the use of VGs as a passive flow 
control device on tidal turbine blades for the first time. Inspired by their 
application on horizontal axis wind turbines, the aim was to examine 
their effectiveness in suppressing the separated flow on the blade and 
thereafter improving performance. 

To select a suitable VG configuration, a wind tunnel parametric study 
was performed for a 20% thick profile from Schottel’s SIT250 tidal 
turbine. The wind tunnel experiments along with previously published 
model scale tidal turbine towing tank tests were further used to validate 

Fig. 22. (a) Thrust and (b) power coefficient variation with tip speed ratio. Comparison between model scale and full-size blade with and without Vortex Generators. 
CFD results for an inflow velocity of V∞ = 2.0 m/s. 

Fig. 23. Chordwise skin friction (TZ) contour on the full-size blade suction side without (top) and with vortex generators (bottom) for λ = 3 and an inflow velocity of 
V∞ = 2.0 m/s. TZ units are N/m2. The solid white and the dashed orange line indicate the y = 0.65R and the Vortex Generators’ location, respectively. 
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a RANS CFD VG modelling approach. The agreement between the 
computational predictions and both experimental data sets was very 
good. The flow over the turbine blade was analysed under both model- 
scale and full-size operating conditions and the effect of VGs on both 
cases was investigated. It is noted that the VG placement on the blade 
was not optimized, as this was out of the scope of this study. 

The main findings of the investigation are summarised below.  

• Vane VGs on a typical tidal turbine blade profile behave as they 
would on a typical wind turbine profile blade, with sizing and 
locating parameters between the present study and the wind turbine 
relevant literature being very similar.  

• The best performing vane VG configuration had a height of 0.007c, 
which corresponded to a half the local boundary layer height (0.5δ) 
for operational Reynolds numbers.  

• The model scale blade and the full-size blade have significantly 
different performance and flow patterns due to the large difference in 
Reynolds numbers and rotational speeds. 

• The model scale blade experiences three-dimensional flow separa-
tion for l = 4 and l = 5. The full-size blade experiences extensive 
separation for l = 3.  

• Vortex Generators successfully limit or even completely suppress 
flow separation on both the model scale and the full-size blade. 

Fig. 24. Chordwise skin friction (TZ) contour on the full-size blade suction side without (top) and with vortex generators (bottom) for λ = 4 and an inflow velocity of 
V∞ = 2.0 m/s. TZ units are N/m2. The orange dashed line indicates the location of the Vortex generators. 

Fig. 25. Increase in power coefficient (Cp) due to the presence of Vortex 
Generators on the full-size blade for different tip speed ratios. Fig. 26. Pressure coefficient distribution along the full-size blade chord at y =

0.65R for λ = 3 and an inflow velocity of V∞ = 2.0 m/s. 
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• The rotational effect is very significant for the model scale blade, 
where low Reynolds numbers and high rotational speeds are 
combined.  

• Due to the significant radial flow on the model scale blade, there is no 
pressure plateau where the flow is separated. As a result, the effect of 
suppressing separation by means of VGs on loads and performance is 
limited.  

• The effect of VGs on the full-size blade is more pronounced and a 
maximum power coefficient improvement of 1.05% is predicted at 
l = 3. 

The potential of the VGs to be included either in the design process of 
a tidal turbine blade or as a retrofit has been successfully illustrated. It is 
noted however, that the VG placement on the blade was not optimized 
and that greater gains would be possible if it was. Further, based on the 
present findings it is anticipated that VGs would perform even better for 
larger slower rotting blades. Finally, the reduction of separate flow on 
the blade is expected to reduce the unsteady loads on the blade, 
although this cannot be confirmed by the presently available data. 
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